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SO C I A I,    M ATU KIT Y
The Social /l.s'/w/ o/ Puberty. — Social may be interpreted
with rcl'm'iirc to society or in a more limited way with
reference to personal relationships. In the first sense,
puberty is urogniml as a social, not a biological phenomena
in most cultures. The pubic ceremonies are the formal
recognition of the child's now status as an adult and vary
with the ideal of adulthood in the society. In a tribe in
which stoicism is required of the adult, the pubic ceremonies
include ingenious tortures. In a culture in which the adult
ideal woman is almost as broad as she is long, the girls at
puberty arc segregated and fed fatty food and sweets. Their
exercise is restricted so that they may emerge in the approved
adult pattern, so fat, that they can hardly waddle.
In the course of an individual's participation in a social
environment, the social customs and values of the world
about him become built into his personal system of values
and attitudes and dominate his subsequent experience and
reactions toward people around him.
In our own civil i/ation, adolescents are astride two cul-
tures. Their parents* world has changed so rapidly that
thoir ways and their thoughts are not the ways and thoughts
o£ their children. It is therefore difficult for them to have a
sympathetic understanding for each other. The conflict
is intensified when the older generation is removed from the
younger generation not only in point o£ time, but also in
geographical background,
Sodal maturity, in the large sense, involves social sensi-
tivity and the desire, capacity, and opportunity to render a
significant social service.
Development of Social Sensitivity* — The nature and de-
velopment of social sensitivity has been studied by Hilda
Taba ns part of the Progressive Education Association Right
Year Srudy,9* Social sensitivity involves awareness to social
«o Hilda Taha, Sodal Semtitivity, Progressive Educalion Association Evalua-
tion in the Ki^Ia Year Study, Bulletin No. 6. Columbus, Ohio; Ohio State
(Jnivcrsltv. December,

